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ILEXICOGRAPHIC PERMUTA’IIONS WITH RESTRICTIONS* 
Donald E. KNUTH 
Computer Science Department, §anford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA 
An efficient algorithm is developed to generate all partitions of a set of elements into subsets 
of specified sizes, in lexicographic order, and more generally to generate all permutations whose 
elements are arranged consistently ,with a partial ordering that nas a tree structure. 
Let 4 denote a partial ordering relation on the elements {1,2, . . , n} such that 
i-c j implies i < j. We shall consider the problem of generating all permutations 
ala2.. . a, of (1,2,. . . , n) such that i < j implies ai c ai ; permutations atisfying 
this condition will be called admissible. Furthermore we shall insist that the 
permutations be generated in lexicographic order. Thus, the first admissible 
permutation will be 1,2 . . . II, and we :;eek an algorithm to find the lexicographi- 
tally smallest admissible permutation blb2 . . . 6, greater than a given one 
ala2.. . %. 
In the special case that the partial ordering is a tree or forest, we shall see that 
an efficient and rather pleasant algor&m is possible. This algorithm h2.s “op- 
timum” running time in the sense that it takes O(m) steps, where m is the number 
of positions that change when we go from ala2 . . . a,, to bLb2 . . . b,. More 
explicitly, m is defined as follows: The leading elements b, . . . hn-,,, ar9 equal to 
a,. . . a,--, but h,-,+1 is greater than CZ,,_,,,+~. 
The case of trees and forests is not as esoteric as it may seem at first, since it 
includes the following important special case: Find all ways to partition a set of n 
elements into subsets of sizes nl, n2, . . . , n,,,. It is easy to see that this problem is 
equivalent o finding all permutations partially ordered by the relation of “descen- 
dants” in a certain oriented forest. For example, if we want to find all ways to 
partition the set {1,2, . . . , 12) into five subsets of sizes {2,2,2,3,3}, we can 
convert this to the problem of finding all permutations a1 a2 . . . a,2 of 
1192 ,*a., 12) such that 
a, < a2, al<a3<a4, ai=%<a,, 
a7<as<a,, 
The forest is 
a7 C alo C all C aI=. (1) 
2++5 4@1° 
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and the respective subsets are {a,, aa}, {a,, a4}, {a5, ad, {a,, ag, a,}., {a,,, all, a12). 
Since there are 138,600 ways to do this, an efficient algorithm is desirable. 
It may be of interest to point out a connection between the problem of 
generating admissib!e permutations and the “topolo Tical sorting” problem. The 
latter problem asks for all permutati.ons z,z2 . . . z, of (1,2,. . . , n} such that i 
appears to the left of j whenever ic j; so it is equivalent o saying t’hat z,z2 . . . z, 
is the inverse of an admissible permutation. A fairly efficient method for generat- 
ing all topological sortings of a given p,ar’:ially ordered set, without restriction to 
lexicographic order, appears in [4]. 
DetemhGng cthe number ~8 changes 
The first step in going from al . . . u,~ to its lexicographic successor bl . . . b, is 
to determine the leftmost position that must change. Let this be m steps from the 
right. i.e., element a,,_,,,+,. We shall say that m is the number of changes (even 
though it may turn out by coincidence that bi == ai for some j > n - m). If a, . . . a,, 
is the lexicographically largest permutation, we may define m = n + 1; our al- 
gorithm will report “all perms generated” when this condition occurs. It turns 
out tnal rii can be determined very simply when we have a suitably-numbered 
partial ordering of dimension two: 
LemmaI. Leta,... a,, be admissible with respect to the partial ordering 4, and let 
a,,= (lnel = 0. The number of changes to get to the lexicographically next permuta- 
tion can be determiried by a program of the form 
i+n; while ai>a,,i, do i-i-1; m+M+l-i (2) 
for some function g: (0, I, . . . , n} + (1, . . . , n, n + 1) if and only if the partial 
ordering can be determined by a permutation p1p2 . . . p,, of {1,2, - - *, n} as follows: 
i<j if and only if i<j and pi>pi. (3) 
For example, in the forest ordering (1) we can let 
(RW, g(l), * * *, gl(l2)) = (13,9,4,9,6,9,9,13, 12,12,13, 13,13), 
and rthis gives a simple and fast way to determine the number of changes. In 
practice we would of course start (2) with i + 9 instead of i + 12, since g(12) = 
~(1 1]1= g(10) = 0. The permutation p1p2 . . . p12 yielding order (1) is 
6 1 5 2 4 3 12 8 7 11 10 9. 
Prook If the ordering is defined by (3), let q1 . . . q,, be the inverse permutation 
(e.g.,246531981211l107incase(1)).Weletg(O)=n+l,andfori>Owelet 
g(i) I)e the fi rs e ement larger than i appearing to the right of i in the q array. If t 1 
no such element exists, g(i) = n + 1. 
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We shall prove that if ui 
a,,-k+l . . l a, must satisfy 
)a,(i) for n-k<jsn, then m > k, and the elements 
a,, 1) ’ Q,(Z) ’ **’ “>ar(k) (4) 
where r(1) . . . r(k) is the permutation of (n -k + 1, . . . , n} obtained by striking 
out all values Sn - k from ylq2 . . . q,,. This permutation r depends on k, but we 
will write r(j) instead of r(k, j) or rk(j) in order to avoid making the notation even 
more complicated. For example, if k = 9 we have r(1) . . . r(9) = 
4 6 5 9 8 12 11 10 7. The stated condition is vacuously true when k = 0, and we 
will prove it by induction on k. Assume that OS k < n and ai > CE.,(~) for n - k < j s 
n, so that (4) holds; and let i = n - k. It is convenient to define r(k + 1) == n + 1, so 
that we have g(i) = p(k) for some I depending on k. We know from the definitions 
that pi > pi for j = r(l), r(2), . . . , r(l - l), because these values of j appear to the 
left of i in q, hence Q, < Uj for all such j. In both cases the condition (Xi > U,(i) will 
uniquely characterize the position of Ui relative to (4), as desired. Furthermore we 
need to verify that m # k when ai > aRti), but it is clear from thr! discussion that Qi 
must be less than 2 - I. elements of the set {cLi+l, . . . , cl,,), so it cannot be increased 
unless some element to the left of ai changes. On the other hand if ai < aR(i), we 
do have m = k, because we can find an admissible permutation with aj increased. 
For example, if a,(, __*) > ai > ~1 where t > 1, we can interchange the values of 
CL,(~_~) and ai. This does not introduce any inadmissibilities, since r(r - 1) appears 
to the right of i in the q array. (More precisely, let CL = r(t - 1); then pi < rpU_ so we 
do not need fo have Ui <%. And if we need a, <a, for some t’ CF. then 
p,, > pU > pi implies that a, < a,, so a, will be less than c~,, after the interchange 
ai c) a,.) This completes the proof that program (2) determines .v. 
Conversely, suppose g is a function for which (2) correctly determines m 
whenever ala, . . . a, is admissible; we want to show that the partial ordering 
satisfies (3) for some p. In the first place we can’t have g(i) = i. Furthermore if 
g(i)< 5 for some i lwe can replace it by g(i) = n -t 1. For example, suppose 
g(4ie) = 2. Then if ala2 . . . a, is the lexicographically largest admissible permutra- 
tion beginning 12 3 4 * * r , we have u4> a2 so there are no admissible permuta. 
tions beginning 12 3 5 * . * . The inadmissibility of 1 2 3 5 4 6 7 - - - , 
1235647*.., 1235674..*, etc., implies that 44 j for all j ~4, so the 
function value g(4) = n + 1 must work if anything does. We may now assume that 
g(i)> i for all i, so the program in (2) makes decisions based entirely on the 
relative order of the elements {Ui, . . . , a,). 
We will show by induction on k that if aj > +j) for n - k Cj -S n, there must be 
a permutation r(1) . . . r(k) of {n-k + 1. II . . , n} depending oniy on k where the 
elements &,_k+l . . . a, satisfy (4). Furthermore if i = n - k > 1 and if g(i) = r(Z) for 
some I, we will show that i< r(l), . . . , i< r(Z - l), id r(Z), . . . , i+ r(k), SC) i ap- 
pears after r( 1 - 1) in the r permutation of order k + 1. It is clear that i+ r(d) for all 
t 2 I, for i-c r(t) would irr*ply that & C Q,(i) and repeated uses of program (2) 
would never terminate (the value of m would never exceed k + 1). Therefcare the 
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following permutation is admissible by induction: 
u, =i for i< i, 
a r(I,=i+k-t for ZGtsk, 
ai =i’ k-I+l, a,,,,=i-tk-t+l for let<L 
This permutation causes (I?) to bypass further increase of Lzi, so it must be true that 
i-c r( 1) for I < t < I or we will miss admissible permutations. Namely, if there 
exists s < 1 such that id r(s’l but i-c r(t) for s C t C Z, then we must have r(t)+ r(s) 
for se: t < 1; so the following permutation is admissible: 
ai=i for lC,i<i, 
a r(1) =i+k-t for ZSt<k 1 
a ,,,,=i+k-Z+l, a,=i+k-l-t-2, 
a ,,,,=i+k-r-1-2 for sctcl, 
a,,,, == i + k - t + 1 for lct<s. 
The inductive proof is complete, and when k = n the permutation r(1) . . . r(n) = 
41 *-* qn is the inverse of a permutation p1 . . . p,, defining the partial order we 
have deduced. 
The proof of Lemma 1 seems unnecessarily complicated because the notation is 
messy, but there is no apparent “high-level” way to prove ,this result. Perhaps the 
fact {that (3) holds if and only if the partial ordering satisfiies ‘54 j and ~4 k and 
I c j *: k implies id k”, and/or the fact that the partial orderings satisfying (3) 
form a Mice, may lead to a simpler proof. (See [3, exercises 5.1.1-10, 11, 123.) 
It should be pointed out th;at condition (3) is not equivalent to saying that the 
partial order has dimensialn 2; the numbering of elements must also be suitable. 
For example, suppose n = 3 and ic j %I I = 1 and i = 3. Then there is no 
permutation p1p2p3, although this is certainly a partial order of dimension 2. 
When the partial ordering is a forest and we number the nodes in “preorder”, 
the permutation q1 . . . qm (the reverse of p1 . _ . p,,) is the sequence of node 
numbers in “postorder”,. (See [ 2, exercise 2.3.2-201.) 
Once m has been found, we want to Tearrange bw-m+l~ * 0 - 9 4J to 
lexicographically leest admissible permutation b, . . . b, of the form 
a, . . . %-mC”-,+l * - - G. 
In the special case considered above, the algorithm not only determines m, it also 
determines the relative ordering of (Q,_,+~, . . . , u,,}, and with a few more 
achieve the 
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comparisons the entire set {u,,-,,,+,, . . . , u,,) will essentially be sorted; let us call it 
(4, . . ..~)whered.<d2<“‘C~. 
Let do = 0. By looking at where the elements (a,, . . . , a,,-,) fall among the d’s, 
we can determine constraints on the c,. Suppose, for example, that i G n - m and 
j>n-m and i<j. If dk-l<q<dk, then we need ci”-dk. For each j>n--m, let 
k(j) be the maximum constraint determined in this way; i.e., 
k(j)=max(kIeitherk=l,or d,__,<a, forsome Ian-m with idj}. 
It is interesting to observe that the numbers k(j) are enough to determine the c’s 
completely-we do not need to know how the partial order -C acts on pairs of 
elements that both are greater than n -m. This fact is demonstrated as follows: 
Lemma 2. Let the numbers d, . . . d,,, and k(n - m + 1) . . . k(n) be defined as 
above. Iffor j=n-m+l, n-m+2,. . . , n we set ci to the smallest element alp the 
set 
{dr,ci, , . * *, 4J\Ln+,, * . * , q-J, 
then the permutation 
a, ..* u,,-~c,,_,,,+~ . . . c, = b, . . . b,, 
will be the lexicographically least admissible successor of al . . . a,,. 
Proof. It is clear that no admissible successor of czl . . . a, could be lexicographi- 
tally smaller than bl . . . b,, so we must prove onbj that b, . . . b,, is admissible. If 
i 4 ,i and i s n - m, we have bi < bi immediately by construction, SC the only 
possible problem occurs if i > n - m. But then bi is the smallest element of 
Si =(4(i), * * * 3 &I\{%-,+I, * l * 9 Ci_1) and bi is the smallest element of Si = 
NO.), . . ., 4n~\k,-,+~~. . . , c~__~}. We have k(j)> k(i), since every k in the set 
being maximized for k(i) appears in the coresponding set for k(j). Therefore Si is 
a subset of Si ; and Si does not include Ci (the smallest element of Si), SO ci must 
exceed Ci. 
The problem facing us in general, when lexicographic generation is required, 
boils down to the following task of interest in its own right: Given integers 
1 c t.+ d m for 1 <j G m, determine the lexicographically east permutution v1 . . . u, 
of L * l 3 m} such thut Uj 2 Uj for 1 G jG m. This is essentially the “parking 
problem” discussed in [3, exercises 6.4-29, 30, 311, although the question of 
determining u1 . . . II,,, efficiently was not treated there. In our case, t+ = 
k(n -m + j) and cn-,+j = 4, for 1 s js m. It appears that the fastest way to 
compute o1 . . . 21, will take O(ma(m)) steps in the worst case, where a(m) is the 
inverse of Ackerman’s function [6]; we can sequentially choose uj = min $9 where 
by using a disjoint set union algorithm to keep track 0; the “holes” of consecutive 
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elements in {ur, . . . , q_J. Another way to approach the problem is to determine 
the inverse permutation w1 . . . WI,,, of the V’S: Let T;, =Q 1 u, = i) and for i = 
1,2,...,m let 
Wi =min ((T, U I * * 1J Ti)\{W,, - . . , Wi-1)). 
This is the “c&line MIN”’ problem discussed in [l, p. 1401, where it is reduced to 
disjoint set union. 
If we specialize the partial ordering to trees, however, the complications of the 
general case do not arise. We have the basic property 
i, < j and i,< j and il C i2 implies i,-c ia, (3 
since any two ancestors of a node must be related and we cannot have i,c il. This 
means we can compute the numbers k(j) required by Lemma 2 in a very simple 
way: 
Lemma 3. If the partial ordering satisfies (3) and (5), bt ql . . . qn t;e defined as 
above. For each j > n - m., let i(j) be the first element bn - m appearing to the right 
ofj in ql... q,,, if such elements exist; then k(j) is determined by the condition 
(If i(j) does not exist then k(i)= 1.) Furthermore 
k(n-m+I)akl:n -m+2)a.*.ak(n). 
Proof. In general when the Ipartial ordering satisfies (3), the value of k(j) is the 
maximum k such that qi :> dk _,, maximized over all i appearing to the right of i in 
41 * . * qn. Under condition (5), such elements i must appear in decreasing order, 
and the first one will yield the largest k. Furthermore if we have k(j) > k(f) for 
some i and i’, the penmutation qr . . . qn must contain the substring 
. . j...i...j’.. * for some i G n - m, and (4) implies that 1 <i’. 
The fact that the k’s are nonincreasing makes it very easy to compute the 
using an auxiliary stack. Let k(n - m) = m + 1; we can proceed as follows: 
c’s 
set the stack empty: 
for j+n-m-k1 to m do 
begin push dkCi_,)_l,. . . , dkCij onto the stack (in decreasing order); 
pop the top of the stack to ci ; 
end. (6) 
This simple algorithm also has another useful property: when cj receives its new 
value, the former value aj has already been moved to the stack, since the stack 
has received all elements off,,. Therefore the rearrangement of elements needs 
no further auxiliary memory. 
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The final algorithm 
These rather elaborate preparations now yield the algorithm we have been 
seeking. All that is needed to specify auxiliary tables, so that computations uch as 
“push dk~,-l~-l,. . , dkttj onto the stack” can be done without loss of time. 
1. i*iO; 1 
2. wWe a[i]>a[g[in’do i ti- 1; m-(n-i01 
3. if i = 0 then go to allgerms_generated; 1 
4. k+O; tta[i]; l+h[i]; xtn; 1 
5.forjtisteplonlilndo m+l 
6. begin if fu]Cx thm 
7. begin if nai then A” 
8. begblifx>itbelpx+i 2, 1 
9. else- kck+l; s[k]tt; x+ffjJ; 1 
10. end 
11. end 
12. else x t fQ]; A-2 
13. while a[l]> a[x] do m+A 
14. be& kck+l; s[k]+a[l]; m 
15. I +-b[I]; if ISi then I t g[1]; m,A 
16. end; 
17. end; 
18. alj]+s[k]; kck-1; m 
19. end; 
Fig. 1. Algorithm for tree permutations in lexicographic order. 
Suppose we are given a forest with nodes 12 . . . n in preorder and q1q2 . . . q,,, 
in postorder [2, p. 334). The algorithm in Fig. 1 deals with the following 
precomputed auxiliary tables: 
a[O]o3a[l] . . . urn], the permutation being manipulated, (Element a[01 is always 
0, and the algorithm finds the 1 x&graphic successor of a[l] . . . a[n].) 
g[OlgPl * * ’ g[ol], used in the test (2). (Element g[O] is always 0, and for i >O 
the value of g[i] is the !Irst element ?i that lies to the right of i in lpostorder. If no 
such element exists, we let g[i] = 0.) 
f[l] . . . f[n], the “father” pointers. (The value of f[i] is the first element <i 
that lies to the right of i in postorder. If no such element exists, we let f[i] = 0.) 
s[l] . . . s[n], the auxiliary stack., used to hold elements in decreasing order as 
they are being permuted. 
h[l] . . . h[n - l], the “handle” pointers. (The value of h[i] is the lirst element 
>i to appear in postorder.) 
b[:!] . . . b[n], postorder pointers, either f[i] or g[i]. (The value of b[i] is the 
first element to the right of i in postorder). 
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For example. the ordering (1) would be encoded as follows: 
i = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12, 
g[i] = 0 9 4 9 6 9 9 0 12 12 0 0 0, 
f[i] = 0113350 7 8 7 10 11, 
b[i] = 9 4 1 6 3 5 0 12 8 7 10 11, 
h[i] = 2 4 4 6 6 9 9 9 12 12 12. 
Note that the case g[i]= 0 in this representation corresponds to the case g(i) = 
n + 1 in (2). 
The algorithm also uses the following variables: 
i. the leftmost node that changes. 
icJ. the largest i such that g[i]t’O. 
i. rhe node being filled with its new value. 
k, the number of elements in the stack. 
I, position of next node in pos,torder to put on the stack. 
t. temporary storage of the 01~1 value of a[i]. 
x. largest number of a ,,lode that is ancestor of every node in the stack. 
Lines l-3 of Fig. 1 correspond to (2), the remaining lines correspond to (6). 
Lines 13-16 put elements onto the stack in decreasing order; lines 7-l 1 arrange 
to get the old value of ~[i] into its correct place with respect to the other 
elements, which appear in postorcler according to (4). 
The coding of the algorithm is slightly tricky in line 15. If I G i after advancing 1 
to its suozessor b[l] in postorder, it follows that either I = 0 or g[l] is greater than 
i. In th? former case g[O:J= 0= x, so the while loop an line 13 will terminate 
immediately; in the latter case g[lj is not only the first successor of 1 in postorder 
that is ‘z= I, it is also >i because of (5). This trick ensures a running time of order 
._ tn. 
The right-hand margin of Fig. 1 shows how many times thi= statements on that 
line will be executed. Here A is the number of times x changes, namely two more 
than the number of ancestors of i = n - m + 1 that are fathers to nodes numbered 
-Pi. 
Wepeakd elements 
The algorithm in Fig. 1 clearly does not require that a[l] . . . a[n] be a 
permutation of (1, . . . , n}, since it operates entirely by comparisons. Whenever 
the elements a[O& a[l], . . . , a[n] ;tre distinct and a[01 is the smallest, all admissi- 
ble permutations will be found. 
In fact, the algorithm will work also when the elements being permuted are not 
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distinct, if we make a few changes to account for the case of equalities. This is one 
of the advantages of lexicographic generation. Lines 2 and 3 should be replaced 
by 
while a[i]a a[g[i]:] do 
beginici-1; 
if i = 0 then %a ta all perms generated; 
end; 
Line 13 should become 
“whBe a[l]*a[x] and I#0 do”: 
and 
“a[i] + t + 1” 
should be appended after line 4. (The resulting program is a little kludgy, it would 
be cleaner to separate the case x = i from the other cases.) It is not difficult to see 
that our arguments for the validity of Fig. 1 can now be extended to the generak 
case with repeated elements; all permutations uch that 
i4 i implies @ da, 
will be generated, provided that a[fiI]~ a[ 11~ l * * s a[n] initially. 
(7) 
Unfortunately the problem of set partition with repeated elements (“multiset 
partition”) no longer reduces to the generation of admissible permutations (7) 
under a partial ordering, if the subsets can be of equal size. For exrmple, if we 
want to divide (1, 1,2,3) into subsets of size two, both (1,2}{1,3} and {1,3){1,2) 
will be generated. The algorithm above would properly partition the multisets 
{I, 2,2,3) and (1,2,3,3), but it appears that no simple algorithm of the kind we 
have been considering will work in general. 
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